Abstract-Web application is being challenged to develop methods and techniques for large data processing at optimu m response time. There are technical challenges in dealing with the increasing demand to handle vast traffic on these websites. As number of users" increases, several problems are faced by web servers like bottleneck, delayed response time, load balancing and density of services. The whole traffic cannot reside on a single server and thus there is a fundamental requirement of allocating this huge traffic on mult iple load balanced servers. Distributing requests among servers in the web server clusters is the most important means to address such challenge, especially under intense workloads. In this paper, we propose a new request distribution algorith m for load balancing among web server clusters. The Dynamic Load Balancing among web servers take place based on user"s request and dynamically estimat ing server workload using mult iple parameters like processing and memo ry requirement, expected execution time and various time intervals. Our simulat ion results show that, the proposed method dynamically and efficiently balance the load to scale up the services, calculate average response time, average waiting time and server"s throughput on different web servers. At the end of the paper, we presented an experimentation of running proposed system wh ich proves the proposed algorith m is effic ient in terms of speed of processing, response time, server utilization and cost efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
A critical challenge today is to process huge data from mu ltip le sources. Today, people are very much reliant on Internet. Users are becoming progressively more dependent on the web for their daily activit ies such as electronic commerce, on-line banking, reservations and stock trading. Therefore the performance of a web server system plays an important role in success of many internet related companies. Due to huge Internet traffic, requests on only single server will not serve the purpose. Hundreds or thousands of requests can come at a single point of t ime. Web developers need to process mult iterabyte or petabyte sized data sets. Handling these datasets shall not be possible using single server. Today, a big challenge is how to handle this traffic with good response time and replication at minimu m cost. One of the best ways for these huge requests and data processing is to perform parallel and distributed computing in cluster environment. Web Cluster has proved to be a best solution than using an overloaded single server.
The need for a web server cluster system arises fro m the fact that requests are distributed among these web servers in an efficient manner. Over a period of time, the performance of each system may be identified and the informat ion can be used for effective load balancing. Such systems are extremely suitable for job processing. For load balancing various factors like I/O overhead, job arrival rate, processing rate may be considered to distribute the jobs to various nodes so as to derive maximu m efficiency and minimum wait time for jobs.
There is a vast responsibility of data in various areas viz. Physics, astronomy, health care, finance and web scale. There is a necessity of data intensive processing and to design algorithms for real world datasets. For these data intensive workloads, a large number of cluster servers are preferred over small nu mber of high end servers. There are lots of data processed by various companies. During 2010, data processed by Google everyday was 20 petabyte, and by Facebook was 15 Terabyte. This data processing requires very quick processing but Input/output is slow. The data needs to be shared also. But sharing is d ifficult as it leads to the problem of synchronization, deadlocks, finite bandwidth and temporal dependency. There is a need of departure fro m this type of data processing technology to High Performance Co mputing (HPC). To do large scale data processing, say we want to use 1000"s of CPUs without hassle of managing things . Various algorith ms have been proposed for load balancing in distributed job processing systems. The algorith ms can be classified into Static and Dynamic. While, the Static algorith m relies on a predetermined distribution policy, the Dynamic Load balancing algorith m makes its decisions based on the current state of the system. This framework uses the dynamic algorithm to analy ze the current system load and various cost factors in arriving at the best target processor to handle the job processing. This can be implemented on proposed framework. It allo ws experimenting distributed computations on massive amount of data. It is designed for large scale data processing. It parallelizes the computation across large scale cluster of machines.
The primary contribution of this research is to propose a framework for running web server cluster system in web environment based on collected requirements and to present its implementation on one of the web services. The second contribution is to present an experimental analysis of running this framework in web environ ment to prove the proposed research and to present the evaluation of experiments based on the various parameters such as speed of processing, response time, server utilization and cost efficiency.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 exp lains the approach of proposed framework.
Sect ion 3 exp lains set of data and requirements to develop the proposed framework. Section 4 exp lains proposed framework and its implementation. Section 5 gives experimental results and analysis. Section 6 provides conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, cluster servers are used for fast info rmation retrieval on internet. The load balancing on effective parameters has been studied by many researchers. Alan 
III. APPROACH
In this section, we will discuss about our framework for load balancing mechanism. Fo r load balancing, various factors are needed to be considered. Whenever there is a new request at any web site, the algorith m has to decide that this incoming request should be assigned to which web server so that the load among web servers remains balanced. For this, we take into consideration various aspects that are involved for fu lfilling any request. These are number of servers, intervals, jobs generated and jobs expected execution time.
There are "n" nu mbers of servers. The value for "n" is variable. Server is having basic parameters as server"s memo ry, processing speed and memory left over. Server"s memo ry leftover will be mod ified whenever there is any job allocation to server or comp letion of job fro m that server. Total numbers of jobs are designated by "x". Jobs generated for an individual interval can be defined as:
J[y] = Q, where J = { J 1 , J 2 …J n }, "y" is the interval generated and Q is the job generated for the respective interval and Q={0, 1….x n } where "x n " can be defined as maximu m number of jobs that can be generated for an individual interval. Job parameters are job memo ry, job processing speed and total expected execution t ime. Here, job"s memo ry and processing speed means how much memo ry and processing of the server required by job for execution. Job"s expected execution time is the maximu m time required by the job for execution.
In our approach, total t ime is div ided into intervals and there is a fixed time slice of 5 milliseconds. At the time of initialization of intervals, jobs are generated, initialized and allocated to the servers. These jobs are recorded in "main array". In addition, there are three types of arrays.
They are defined as follows: a) Main Array: contains all the allocated jobs to respective servers. It contains all o ld jobs which are already executing and transferred in next interval and new jobs from main array. b) New Job Array: contains all the jobs that are generated, when the interval begins. c) Waiting Array: the jobs that are initialized, but waiting for allocation to server and execution.
There are various processes also running in the system. They are as follows: i) Distribution of Jobs among Servers : Jobs are distributed among various servers on the basis of job"s memo ry and processing requirements. Both these parameters are co mpared with server"s memo ry left over and processing speed. If satisfied, the job is allocated to the respective server. If all the servers are checked and job is still unallocated, it will be in waiting queue. At the same t ime, the memo ry left of that server is incremented with the value of job that is currently completed. iv) Reduction value Process: Reduction value is calculated which is associated with each server. The reduction value is the value with wh ich job"s expected execution time is decremented. It d iffers fro m server to server, on the basis of the processing speed of each server.
IV. DATA REQUIREMENTS TO DEVELOP FRAMEWORK
The basic goal of load balancing techniques in a cluster of Web servers is that every request will be served by the more lightly loaded node in the cluster. This section describes the various aspects which are specific to architectural design that we are going to imp lement for the development of software model where the incoming load fro m the client can be distributed efficiently over the web server system. Following are the data to be used in the proposed framework:
It is a definite length of time marked off by t wo instants. Our algorith m uses the concept of time interval which would be generated randomly for every 5 milliseconds.
2. Jobs Generated: A job is a task performed by computer system. In the algorith m, jobs are generated randomly in each t ime interval. Jobs that are generated have various parameters like processing time, memory requirement and total expected execution time. The performance of algorith m is measured by various factors that depend upon jobs generated like jobs in wait ing queue, how many jobs are completed in an interval and response time, waiting time and total job runtimes. 3 . Server: A server is a co mputer program which servers the requests made by clients. Servers have various parameters like processing speed, memory, memo ry left and jobs assigned. Server"s performance is also measured through its utilizat ion levels, server"s status and server"s throughput. 4 . Scheduling Technique: In the proposed algorith m, SJF (shortest job first) scheduling technique is used. It will be applied twice: one in itially on total burst time, while allocating jobs to servers and secondly, on "remaining-burst time" on main array.
V. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK AND IT S IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the algorithm and flowchart that depicts the functioning of proposed system.
A. Algorithm
Step 1 : Server Initialization
Step 2 : Interval Initialization 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Performance Measurement: In the experiment, following notations are being used:
T.I.G.: Total Interval Generated, T.J.G.: Total Job Generated, T.S.: Total Server, E.E.T.: Expected Execution Time, F.E.T: Final Execution time, A.W.T.: Average Waiting Time, A.R.T: Average Response Time and J.R: Job Runtime
The Perfo rmance of proposed load balancing algorith m is measured by following parameters
A. Calculating Performance with low, medium and high load jobs
The first and foremost parameter is to calculate performance of servers w.r.t number of jobs . Jobs generated per interval may be div ided into low jobs (0- 
B. Calculate mean response time and mean waiting time
Following experiment shows average response, average waiting time and job run time w.r.t jobs generated per interval. 
C. Results with various Intervals, Jobs and Servers
In this experiment, we have taken 4 cases (with different Intervals generated, jobs generated, total servers and expected execution time) and then calculated following in each interval:
C.1 Final execution time
Experiments are performed on the algorith m in four cases, and they are defined in the table below: 
C.2 Results for Server's Utilization
Following table shows the Server"s Status in each interval i.e. how much each server is utilized.
Let interval generated be "x".
total time=total intervals * time per interval (1)
In our experiment, the intervals generated are 19. So total time for job execution is 95ms (19intervals * 5ms/interval).
Also, let Server S be busy for "m" intervals, where S є s 0 , s 1 ,……, s n .
Total busy period = ( m * time per interval )
server utilization = total busy period / total time. (3) The tables below show the total busy period and the server utilization.
Case -1: Server: 10 (S0-S9), Total Job Generated: 0-50 per interval, Interval: 10 (1-19), EET: 0 -20. The data collected is listed in Table 4 and shown in Figure 5 The data collected is listed in Tab le 5 and shown in Figure 6 . The data collected is listed in Tab le 6 and shown in Figure 7 . The data collected is listed in Tab le 7 and shown in Figure 8 . 0  1  6  2  1  3  2  29  3  5  6  3  34  3  5  5  4  36  3  7  8  5  6  2  1  1  6  34  3  3  3  7  23  3  5  5  8  29  3  4  4  9  15  3  3  3  10  35  3  6  8  11  31  3  4  4  12  30  3  7  7  13  0  3  5  0  14  34  3  5  6  15  36  3  4  4  16  14  3  8  2  17  33  3  6  10  18  11  2  1  2  19  19  0 
D. Traffic Intensity
Traffic Intensity is a measure of the average occupancy of a server or resource during a specified period of time, normally a busy hour.
In our experiments, we have calculated Traffic Intensity (T.I.) = A.R.T / A.W.T, where T.I. < = 1
Idle Server = 1 -T.I. Above results shows the performance of proposed load balancing algorith m among web servers by using number of effect ive parameters such as server"s performance, utilization, traffic intensity and throughput.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a framework for load balancing in heterogeneous web server clusters. Based on the various factors which include processing capacity, memo ry size, expected execution time and t ime intervals, the jobs are distributed among different web servers and load is balanced simu ltaneously. Preliminary evaluation reveals that use of this algorithm is necessary to improve the performance of web servers by proper resource utilizat ion and reducing the mean response time by distributing the workload evenly among the web servers.
We present here a cost effective framework for a distributed job processing system that adapts to the dynamic co mputing needs easily with efficient load balancing for heterogeneous systems. The proposed algorith m shows its efficiency in terms of server utilizat ion, average response time, average wait ing time and server"s throughput.
